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Subtask 2.4.1
Develop courses and community based monitoring programmes on environmental issues of local relevance for schools and/or high schools near four stations.

Arrange ‘Open House’ thematic days for the general public at a range of INTERACT Stations with focus on Climate Change, invasive species and plastics.
Subtask 2.4.2
Collaborate with WP7 to improve communication between INTERACT stations and decision makers across scales by developing a course for station managers on how to communicate with decision makers from local to international level and by making increased use of press releases produced by professional communicators to reach decision makers at different levels.
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Milestones

- **M2.18** Courses on community based monitoring of local relevance held at schools and/or high schools near four stations (Month 25)
- **M2.19-20** ‘Open House’ thematic days on respectively invasive species and plastic at minimum ten research stations (Months 31, 40)
- **M2.21** Course for station managers on improvement of communication to decision makers (Month 40)
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